International law without terminus?

Reflections on delimitation[1]
Denis Alland

“A century before the time of the celebrated treaty of Westphalia, a
Pope (…) published the famous bull which divided between the
Spaniards and the Portuguese those territories which the enterprising
genius of discovery had already given, or might afterwards give, to
the two nations, in the Indies and in America. The finger of the
Pontiff traced a line on the globe, which the two nations agreed to
consider as a sacred boundary, which ambitions should respect on
either side.”
Joseph de Maistre, The Pope, Considered in His Relations with the
Church, Temporal Sovereignties, Separated Churches, and the
Cause of Civilization. Transl. Rev. Æneas McD. Dawson (1850),
London, C. Dolman, chap. XIV, ‘The Bull Inter Cætera’, p. 215.

Limitation is a somewhat misleading subject. One sets about it with the feeling of having food for
thought served up by numerous treaties, abundant practice, and no less abounding precedent; a quite
easily identifiable topic, then. These first intuitions encourage one to imagine a dissertation on the
delimitation of borders drawn from the hoped-for harvest of future readings on the classical
doctrine of the law of nations, from which one does not a priori rule out including some
comparison with contemporary conceptions. It promises to be a journey of a reasonable length, one
thinks, with the eagerness of beginnings, when promises have not yet been dulled by actual
achievements. Disillusion comes quickly, for the scales struggle to tip under the weight of the
would-be facts that had seemed so promising at the beginning. First, one totters under historical
monographs – there are some for almost every border – and one plies beneath the burden of studies
on territory, territorial titles, and the delimitation of maritime areas. Yet, on the act of delimitation,
studied for itself more than through the contribution it makes to theories of territory, of borders, or

even of the State, sources become significantly scarcer, particularly as the methods of delimitation
of borders have been excluded from the subject as proposed to the present author. Second, borders
fade as one goes back in time. The multiple bounds of the past that we did not think of are
compounded or superseded by those of today, which we do not really know what to do with, with
the result that the naive clarity of our initial suppositions blurs painfully: among the many kinds of
spatial divisions evoked in a jumble of texts of all sorts (diplomatic archives, political philosophies,
mythologies, anthropologies, religions, doctrines of the law of nations, etc.),[2] which are the ones
that ought to be selected for a subject proposed to a reader of international law?

That reader will reply without hesitation that one need only look at what is relevant today, namely
the delimitation of borders. And how could he be wrong? And yet, there may be a few drawbacks in
holding to this view alone. What can one hope to get out of the history of doctrines when such
doctrines appear to have hardly concerned themselves with borders and their delimitation over the
long term? The question calls for a few remarks on delimitation in general before turning to those
aspects more specific to international law.

I - On the question of limits and delimitation in general

A. Two Old stories

A certain mythological tradition holds that, in early times, fields were not bounded and everything
was common land. Men did not know individual property until, over the course of time, they lost
their primal wisdom and gave free rein to their baser passions. From then on, the greed of what had
now become harsh and selfish men doomed the world to disorder and strife to the point that Ceres
interceded, ordering each landowner to bound his field with trees or stones. As evidence of the
frequent transition from the world of mythology to that of religious institutions, this boundary
marker was thereafter honoured as a god, who was named Terminus, first worshipped it is said by
Numa Pompilius towards the end of the eighth century BC. At first a plain stone, the statue of the
god subsequently took on the form of a footless, often armless man set on a pyramid-shaped
marker. Terminus, he who does not move. Ancient engravings of these statues often have bases
with the inscription nulli cedo or concedo nulli. Terminus, he who does not yield his place.
In the ancient Mesopotamian room of the Richelieu wing of the Louvre Museum, visitors can
admire a stele dating from 2450 BC, known as the ‘Vulture stele’, of which Victor Hugo
supposedly said on contemplating it that it came from a time when the Earth ‘was still wet and soft
from the flood’.[3] Engraved on it are scenes recounting a battle between the Sumerian cities of
Lagash and Umma, a battle for irrigated fields on the boundaries of their two territories.[4] No one
will ever know if that war had as its cause the indeterminacy of the bound or if its effect was to fix
that bound (to the victor’s advantage as always), or the two at once. However, the fragments of this
account sculpted in stone tell us that war and ‘bounds’ tied the closest bonds imaginable. As Lord
Curzon said, ‘Frontiers are indeed the razor’s edge on which hang suspended the modern issues of
war or peace, of life or death to nations’.[5]

More broadly still, these age-old representations stretching into a past in which history is steeped in
mythical times[6] – in which can be evoked the founding of Rome by the tracing of a furrow, the
inaugural and foundational bound that Remus fatally failed to observe – remind us that while
delimitation may be a cause of war, there can be no peace without delimitation .

B. On Different manners of studying things

Perhaps there will quite naturally be doubts about the relevance of such evocations for inaugurating
learned and technical work on delimitation in public international law. Two reasons might prompt
us to set aside such natural doubt, at least provisionally.
The first reason pertains to how difficult it would be to justify even at length the ambit within which
to enclose ‘doctrine’ to be drawn on here. Not just because generally no reference could be made to
‘doctrine’ without some more or less arbitrary choices, but also for substantive reasons. It proves
difficult to confine ourselves to the very terms (delimitation/frontier) in which the subject presents
itself to us today because the term ‘frontier’ is historically marked, its meaning has changed, as has
the interest shown in it. In other words, since the frontier is only a particular species of a much
broader genus, that of bound, it is important to not be overly specialised in thinking, at least
initially, if only to determine at what point, why, and in what circumstances this bound that has
become a ‘frontier’ appears as an operative (and fundamental) concept of public international law.
Consequently, anyone wanting to set about in-depth work on the subject should probably be invited
to extend their research beyond the mere political border as it is understood today and beyond the
doctrine that is roughly marked down as ‘foundational’ for the law of nations.[7]
The second reason draws on the very style and methods of doctrine. While it is certainly no longer
contemporary fashion to invite the humanities overly into the reflection of jurists, things were long
otherwise. There is no doubt at all that, as we shall see below, Grotius found it natural and relevant
to call on the goddess Ceres to illustrate the subject of the division of the land in his celebrated De
jure belli ac pacis of 1625, which also contains nearly a dozen or so allusions to Romulus.
Although his book is not strictly a treatise on international law, as has been masterfully
demonstrated,[8] even so the method of exposition and argument specific to Grotius, and truth to
tell, to a whole bygone era, explains the legitimate feeling of strangeness that a contemporary
international jurist may have about certain references.[9] Such a jurist is quite reasonably given to
consider that Cicero, Homer, Saint Ambrose, Seneca, Saint John Chrysostom, Virgil and Aristotle
do not belong to the circle of authorities and sources specifically essential for forming an opinion
on so precise a subject as frontiers and their delimitation.
It is possible both to share this feeling and to try to see whether what is slightly dated literature can
still, in some respects, provide lessons for a contemporary understanding of these matters. This at
any rate is the perilous task that has fallen to me and that shall be taken up here merely, it should be
emphasised from the outset, by evoking a few avenues of enquiry.

C. Bound, division of space and law

There is no property whether public or private without a division of space, without an outline called
‘delimitation’. Law, the essential function of which is to stylize the real world, to divide it up into
conceptual categories by those other delimitations that constitute the operations of characterisation,
is both the instrument and the outcome of spatial divisions. There is debate – as shall be seen below
with respect to the bounds formed by certain rivers – about whether the delimitation of property and
the delimitation of borders between peoples come down to the same thing, but the connection
between delimitation (in general) and law is unanimously upheld.
An investigation into ‘bound’ and ‘delimitation’ in the whole of Grotius’ On the Law of War and
Peace leads us straight to Book II, chapter II entitled ‘Of things which belong to men in common’.
Eager to show how the question of ‘bound’ is coextensive with the question of property, our
venerable author explains in what way the question of bounds arose by referring largely to a corpus
of ancient mythology and Bible stories:
‘Soon after the creation of the world, and a second time after the Flood, God conferred upon the
human race a general right over things of a lower nature. […] In consequence, each man could at
once take whatever he wished for his own needs, and could consume whatever was capable of being
consumed. The enjoyment of this universal right then served the purpose of private ownership; for
whatever each had thus taken for his own needs another could not take from him except by an
unjust act […] Men did not, however, continue to live this simple and innocent life […] Finally,
with increase in the number of men as well as of flocks, lands everywhere began to be divided, not
as previously by peoples, but by families […] From these sources we learn what was the cause on
account of which the primitive common ownership […] was abandoned […] At the same time, we
learn how things became subject to private ownership. This happened not by a mere act of will […]
but rather by a kind of agreement, either expressed, as by a division, or implied, as by occupation.
And when the ancients called Ceres a ‘lawgiver’ and named her sacred rites the Thesmophoria, they
implied that out of the division of lands a new law had arisen.’[10]
A later variant is to present this same argument negatively; man’s failure to recognise the Earth’s
natural divisions and their replacement by artificial bounds is supposedly the source of contention,
dispute and ultimately war. This is expressed by the geographer Buache de La Neuville : ‘Nature
had herself divided out the earth from its origins. She had divided its surface into an infinity of parts
and had separated them by barriers that neither the passage of time nor any human inventions shall
ever be able to destroy. But Man failed to recognise this natural division; he shared out the earth as
his ambition saw fit; he settled the bounds of his possessions according to his strength and power
[…] Hence the origins of contention between neighbouring peoples […] This natural and unvarying
division that will last until the end of time, being applied to the division of states, would remove all
matters of contention and forever ensure the tranquillity of peoples’.[11]
The human introduction of bounds, derived from the sharing out of geographical space, therefore
has an inaugural function. It takes us from the time of the community (or as may be for peoples
from the natural geographical division) to that of the bound,[12] it is akin to the creation of political
society and its system of law. This is what is to be understood, of course, in Rousseau’s famous cry
(of despair, but that is another story) uttered in 1754 in his Discourse on Inequality: ‘The first man
who, having enclosed a piece of ground, bethought himself of saying This is mine, and found
people simple enough to believe him, was the real founder of civil society.’ There were many
‘foolish’ enough to believe the fence was legitimate whereas people should continue to think that
‘the fruits of the earth belong to us all, and the earth itself to nobody’.[13] These texts and many

others of the same kind staging the dividing up of space and the first dramatic events arising from
outlines and delimitations may well be regarded as forms of conjecture. Even so they have a sure
function in the history of representations. The themes they convey belong to a sort of cultural
invariant, from the Bible down to the Moderns.
It is possible to become persuaded of this by thinking over a text by Kant that is fairly gripping in
many respects and entitled Conjectural Beginning of Human History. Kant invites us to follow him
in his reading of Genesis and conjecture about the time when labour and discord emerged
simultaneously because of the rivalry between herders and cultivators. The hard life of farmers
required ‘permanent dwellings, ownership of the land and sufficient power to defend the latter. The
shepherd hates this ownership, however, as it limits his freedom of pasture.’[14] In this way, Kant
went on, the ploughman was probably the first to use force to protect his land against damage done
by more or less nomadic herders, with the result that – it is tempting to add – the murder of the
herder Abel by the cultivator Cain records a structuring figure of consideration of warfare related to
two irreconcilable representations of the use of space arising from opposing relations in the working
of nature: the representation of freedom and passage, even if detrimental to others, and the
representation of the boundary and cordoning off in the defence of a territory, even if it means land
grabbing.[15]
Of this attitude, Kant too says, ‘But above all a civil constitution and public justice began to be
instituted.’[16] So after mythology and the law of nations, delimitation draws us once more towards
a fundamental theme of political philosophy from Hobbes to Schmitt by way of Locke and the
French revolutionaries: the birth of the city and its law, conveying discrimination between the
citizen and the foreigner, separation between the ‘country’ and ‘foreign lands’, as the fundamental
requisite for the existence and cohesion of the city, an ensemble implying drawing its geographical
perimeter, inscribing it in space.
More broadly still, it can be said that being, thought and bound are absolutely inseparable. As LéviStrauss recalled, any identity, any thought, is an identity and a thought of limits, those that separate
– empirically or discursively – one thing from another, one city from another and self from other.
Does not our judgment operate via an activity of discrimination, there again, between a being, real
or ideal, and another, which requires outlines and bounds?[17] ‘The self becomes aware of itself
when it comes into contact with non-self’ said the founder of the French school of geography, Vidal
de la Blache of Alsace-Lorraine.[18]
Plainly, the subject of delimitation is drawn up to such heights that it is lost from sight! To keep it
closer to us, we must try to enclose it within bounds that are reasonable without being too
anachronistic.

II - Limits and the delimitation of frontiers as central parameters of public
international law

It is pointless returning to the times and the style of legal humanism to observe that the very general
views that precede apply to international law with a relevance that its very subject intensifies:
organising and subjecting some of the relations maintained by entities – primarily states – to the
very distinction from which international law draws it reason for being.

A. The world cordoned off into states

The political divisions of space date back to the earliest of ancient times, as attested to by Egyptian
boundary markers and treaties on the delimitation of frontiers between Assur and Babylon in the
fifteenth and fourteenth centuries BC. It might be thought that their function had scarcely any
reason to differ markedly from what is expected of our contemporary borders. However, historical
research into these questions calls for nuances because it seems that the practices of drawing bounds
‘proved […] diverse depending on the types of contact and state apparatus in action’.[19] The
frontier and its delimitation as such matter less than what is encircled: empire, polity, state, city. In
other words, the characteristics of frontiers derive from the nature of the political objects that they
delimit; ‘Such and such a type of state, such a bound, and, where appropriate, such a frontier in the
military and political sense of the word’, Febvre wrote in a foundational article.[20] And so the
universalization of the state political model necessarily marks a decisive stage in apprehending and
delimiting frontiers. This is why some authors have emphasised this turning point in history when
the division of the world into state-ruled areas becomes generalised, this point in time that humanity
has gradually come to and of which Rousseau gives a nightmarish description: ‘It is easy to see how
the establishment of one community made that of all the rest necessary, and how, in order to make
head against united forces, the rest of mankind had to unite in turn. Societies soon multiplied and
spread over the face of the earth, till hardly a corner of the world was left in which man could
escape the yoke, and withdraw his head from beneath the sword which he saw perpetually hanging
over him by a thread.’[21] The reign of these highly specific bounds that political borders form is
supposedly the end-result of this grim evolution. Rousseau claims that the complete political
delimitation of the world spawned the worst of evils – war, which, by replacing one-to-one conflicts
and making a virtue of the duty to slit one’s neighbour’s throat, cast humanity into an incomparably
more dire misfortune than the one it hoped to escape from through becoming sociable. From this
perspective, political delimitation supposedly enshrined the universal rule of Ares definitively.
Addressing things less philosophically than Rousseau, it can be said that power and jurisdiction
over geographical space have been divided on an ‘international’ scale factually, that is, they have
been shaped by the balance of power, with the result that international law emerged as a historical
necessity and the map and the conditions for its deployment have drawn themselves. As the
International Court of Justice said, to determine areas over which states are authorised to exercise
their sovereign rights, ‘It is therefore necessary to establish the boundary or boundaries between
neighbouring States, that is to say, to draw the exact line or lines where the extension in space of the
sovereign powers and rights of [Greece] meets those of [Turkey].’[22] Boundaries and their
delimitation are therefore, at first sight at least, the conditions for international law – which they
underpin – coming about and developing. It has recently been argued in the International Court of
Justice that ‘territory is the essential framework for the exercise of State sovereignty and constitutes
the spatial context for the very existence of the State’, it being specified that ‘the foundational norm
of respect for the territorial integrity of States’ links ‘the very essence of international law as a
State-focused system with the notion of binding international regulation of the most serious issues
as mandated by the Security Council of the United Nations.’[23] In his lectures on terrestrial
borders, Bardonnet emphasised that ‘The inviolability of borders is the application of the non-use of
force in terms of territorial integrity.’[24] Under such circumstances, how could borders
encompassing the territory of states not be absolutely central parameters of public international law,
to the extent that it would be legitimate to speak of them as an ‘obsession’?

B. Obsession

Obsession: this is the term sometimes used to characterise the relation between the state and ‘its’
territory.[25] And yet – as just briefly mentioned – delimitation in general is far more than a simple
‘historical obsession’. There is every reason to think that the delimitation of boundaries in the
current sense (for example as it results from the quotation from the Court of The Hague above) is –
if the term had to be kept – a contemporary ‘obsession’.
It is not pointless demonstrating at length why some speak of the delimitation of borders as a
contemporary ‘obsession’. Michel Foucher’s excellent book, L’obsession des frontières, leaves no
room for doubt on this. The author provides some revealing figures: in the last twenty years
political boundaries have been increasing constantly: more than 28,000 kilometres (17,500 miles) of
new international borders have been established since 1991, a further 24,000 kilometres (15,000
miles) have been the subject of delimitation and demarcation agreements, and still only 30 per cent
of potential maritime borders have been the subject of negotiated delimitation treaties.[26] It can be
added that certain international organisations have originated out of the intent to settle border and
territorial disputes; this is the case of the ‘Shanghai Five’, an association set up in 1996 to
determine the former borders between the USSR and China, and that became the Shanghai
Cooperation Organisation in 2001, with competency now extending beyond border issues.
All international jurists are aware of the growing international litigation over these issues,[27]
countless PhD theses, colloquia and studies have been given over to them, and it would be pointless
emphasising or expounding anew the part played in these matters by the emergence of new states,
the fall of the Berlin wall, demands for self-determination and the right of peoples to selfdetermination when those people aspire to form a state,[28] the race for militarily strategic spaces
and resources of all kinds. On the question of resources, it can be observed that the dynamic of
land-grabbing has led to ever growing demands in the degree of precision of delimitations made or
to be made, above all for cross-border reserves,[29] bringing an end to an ancient international
practice whereby zones were deliberately left out of any delimitation.[30] All of this is proven and
incontrovertible.
And yet it is not sure that this obsession is ‘historical’ if this is to be understood as meaning it has
always existed and is to continue indefinitely. An attempt might be made to supplement or even
nuance this presentation in some respects for historical and doctrinal reasons calling first for some
degree of relativisation and next for practical and contemporaneous reasons, when it is realised that
sometimes the delimitation of their borders becomes a secondary concern of states.

III - The historical mark of concern with the delimitation of boundaries

As Nietzsche well showed, history is the grave of certainties. Our subject is no exception. The idea
that states might always have had a thing about (not to say been obsessed with) delimiting their
borders runs aground there, like so many other ideas. To underscore this aspect of things is not to
deny that there have long been delimitations. The outstanding and quite complex example of the
1493 attribution by the papal bull of Alexander VI, Inter Cætera (followed by the 1494 treaty of

Tordesillas) must be cited but would require developments that cannot be allowed here for a precise
appreciation of its contribution to the question of the delimitation of frontiers.[31] Even so, this
example and somewhat sporadic practice apart, it is only in a relatively recent past that delimitation
has become the ardent concern that we know today. In scholarship, before a turning point that can
be situated roughly in the middle of the eighteenth century (and partly under the impetus of the
policy of the French monarchy), the delimitation of borders was not a major preoccupation, except
from the rather peculiar angle of border rivers that have been much emphasised.

A. Historical emergence of concern with the delimitation of frontiers

‘Whoever has made the least study of the frontiers of the Empire, in Africa or in the Orient for
example, would be in a quandary if asked point blank to say where the Roman frontier ran exactly
and to point with map in hand to the limit to which the imperium romanum extended […] more still
than the location of the termini imperii, it is the very concept of Roman frontier, in the sense in
which we ordinarily understand the term, that is in question […] the frontier, as it is universally
meant at present – that of the nation-state […] makes it difficult to grasp this odd historical object
that has become for us the outer envelope of a universal empire, a world-empire, and so a
multinational one and that is supposed to be conflated with the oecumenia, [the known world].’[32]
This point, already made in Momsen’s Le droit public romain or the works of Lapradelle[33] does
not imply that we must here go back as far as the Romans, but it is enough to suggest how relative
the idea of border is. It also emphasises a trend that the contemporary world is far from having
discredited: every empire’s aversion for national political borders.
It so happens that, having begun with very fuzzy and then – from the seventeenth century on –
cautious conceptions related to the doctrine of its ‘natural’ frontiers, France played a particular role
in this development – quite contrary to those imperial conceptions – of the language and practices
of boundaries because of a gradually asserted political will to delimit – as an act of separation of
public authorities – the kingdom in an increasingly precise manner, to the extent that, to emphasise
its role in elaborating the modern national frontier, the nation has been characterised as a ‘traceuse
de frontières’, a ‘draughter of boundaries’.[34] But even so it was a movement that was relatively
late in coming and it took more than four centuries for the word ‘frontière’ to take on its
contemporary meaning of a boundary between states. As Lapradelle summarises, from the
monarchic conception of the frontier there ‘results up until the end of the seventeenth century, the
complete absence of treaties on boundaries. The non-delimitation stems in part from the
monarchy’s dislike for any limit other than a natural one and from the difficulty in setting out
boundary markers when there was such confusion over estate rights, and, to some degree, so many
shortcomings in map-making knowledge’.[35]
The development of French terminology on frontiers helps in situating the word ‘within the vast
range of bounds’;[36] borne, confins, marche, limite, marque, démarcation, front, terme,
frontière… A mid-eighteenth century thesaurus, although very precise, makes no mention of the
word ‘frontière’ and notably not under the heading ‘Termes, Limites, Bornes’ : « Le terme est où
l’on peut aller. Les limites sont ce qu’on ne doit point passer. Les bornes sont ce qui empêche de
passer outre. On approche ou l’on éloigne le terme. On resserre ou l’on étend les limites. On avance
ou l’on recule les bornes. Le terme et les limites appartiennent à la chose ; ils la finissent. Les
bornes lui sont étrangères ; elles la renferment dans le lieu qu’elle [la chose] occupe, ou la

contiennent dans sa sphère […] On a dit avec plus d’éloquence que de vérité que les limites de
l’Empire romain étoient celles du monde ».[37] The frontière, related to ‘front’ has a military
connotation that neither limite nor marche had.[38] The old definitions of frontière – a term replete
with the ‘front’ from which it stems – present it as a variety of limite that had to be well guarded. A
reading of the abbé de Mably confirms that occurrences of ‘frontière’ are almost invariably military
references, and they also indicate – which is surprising and probably somewhat odd in the late
eighteenth century – that the author continues to think that the precision of the limits to the territory
are of interest only to the inhabitants of border regions, as this passage shows: ‘The different
treaties that have been concluded between France and the Court of Turin not having fixed in a
precise enough manner the limits of the two states, the kings of France and of Sardinia viewed with
equal pain the quarrels which arose from time to time between their subjects and that sometimes
even caused assaults, as contrary to the intention of their majesties as to the ties of blood and
friendship that unite them, and to the perfect understanding they wish to maintain and perpetuate
between the peoples subject to their dominion. To prevent any such discussions, the respective
limits of the two states of the two powers have been fixed exactly and definitively; and
consequently they have agreed that the Rhône henceforth forming by the middle of its greatest
course a natural limit and without enclave… Were I to follow here, with the greatest exactness, all
the lines, all the bounds, all the tributaries that separate the lands of Savoy or of Piedmont from
those of France, I would certainly not be understood by my readers; it would be necessary to lay
before their eyes the very map on which the commissioners of the two powers laboured.
Fortunately these objects are too unimportant to give rise to quarrels that might interest anyone
other than the inhabitants of the frontiers […] I shall observe only that the limits are generally
established by the course of rivers or the summits of mountains and that the two powers have
agreed to a semi-partition for all the portions of rivers, tributaries, streams, islands, bridges, valleys,
cols and summits that remain or become bordering through the settlement of their limits’.[39]
We should not go and imagine it was just an evolution in terminology because in actual fact borders
were long not completely immobile: located where there were fortifications, more often than not
they were not fixed narrow zones, nor an unbroken line, but rather a series of locations, forts and
castles, strongholds. The border was for a very long time a ‘grainy, discontinuous space with no
fixed structure, dissociated by gaps through which armies passed to and fro’ as Daniel Nordman[40]
put it so outstandingly. It should be emphasised that before the sixteenth century, the kings of
France, concerned as they were with their authority, were unable to picture the extent of their
kingdom.[41] An institutional clue, that is, a change in the internal administrative organisation of
the state, reveals a change that came about gradually in the eighteenth century, attesting to the
growing attention to the delimitation of borders. While, according to circumstances, the issue of
borders within the departments of the French monarchy fell within the ambit of one or other
administration, they gradually came to be thought of as part of specialist administration and
knowledge (linguistic, cartographic, etc.). France set up a fund for Limites of foreign affairs:
documents pertaining to matters of delimitation and frontiers were collated in the Limites series and
filed by country and province: notes and memoranda, inventories and copies of titles, copies or
excerpts of treaties, records of delimitation and the status of boundary markers, records of transfers
and takings of possession, sketch maps, plans, charts covering the years 1687–1902. In 1775 a
topographical Bureau was established for the demarcation of limits reporting directly to the
minister.[42] A similar movement is to be observed in other countries. In the Netherlands, MariaElisabeth set up a Jointe des terres contestées to examine territorial disputes between the Austrian
Netherlands and the principality of Liège, a body that subsequently extended its jurisdiction to all
matters of the kind.[43] But in any event, the drawing of a linear border is a spatial reflection of the
nation state model, a political, military, ideological, fiscal, and customs limit (but not religious or
linguistic) whose hoped-for virtues (consistency, precision, stability, etc.) derived not from itself

but from the political organisation that it has the function of encompassing[44] and, it should be
added, the relations that political organisation maintains with its neighbours. ‘The era of
congresses’, when lines were drawn on so many maps, is a perfect illustration of this.
Vattel echoes this new concern in his chapter on ‘The Effects of Territorial Domain as Between
Nations’ in which he observes: ‘Since the least encroachment upon the territory of another is an act
of injustice, in order to avoid being guilty of it, and to remove all occasion for strife and dispute, the
boundary lines of territories should be clearly and precisely determined. If the men who drew up the
Treaty of Utrecht had given to this important matter the attention it deserved we would not find
France and England in arms to decide by a bloody war the extent of their possessions in
America.’[45] Even so, for a long time there was little doctrine in international law on the matter of
the delimitation of borders.

B. Doctrine of frontier rivers

There is a noteworthy exception to this relative long-term indifference suggested by the scant
attention from authors for the delimitation of frontiers as such before the eighteenth century; the
question of streams and rivers, one of the manifestations of the debate on ‘natural’ frontiers and the
huge question of boundary marking in general. Back in the fourteenth century, Bartolo, struck by
the Tiber’s meanders, reflected on rivers being both natural and shifting bounds. With the help of a
theologian and expert in geometry, he composed a work in 1355 in which he proposed practical and
legal solutions based on Roman law and geometry to questions such as the share-out of alluvial
deposits, the islands that arise along the course of rivers and changes to their courses
(‘divagations’); he recommended making figures to help settle disputes.[46]
While virtually silent on frontiers and their delimitation, Grotius’ On the Law of War and Peace
has long pages on the question that rivers raise for delimitation,[47] with much the same thing for
Textor,[48] Wolff and others.[49] Vattel, whose Law of Nations says no more on the delimitation of
frontiers, gives over an entire chapter to ‘Rivers, Streams, and Lakes’.[50] On the delimitation of
property, Grotius refers to the Greek geographer Strabo on the difficulties of delimiting land close
to the shifting Nile: ‘The Egyptians handled these matters rather well, and in regard to them we find
the following in Strabo: “There was need of an accurate and minute division of fields for the reason
that the Nile, adding and taking away by its overflows, changes the appearance of the surface and
the landmarks, and confuses the boundaries by which the land of one is distinguished from that of
another. On this account the surveying of the land had often to be done over”.’[51]
There are several reasons for particular attention being paid to boundary rivers in cases of
delimitation. It arises in part from Grotius, like many others, probably not attributing equal value to
artificial boundaries and natural (arcifinious) boundaries.[52] The former are precarious, the latter
perfect (as if that which nature marked out had the virtue of dividing people less!). But here is a
natural boundary that shifts on its own (contrary to mountains, of which virtually nothing is said,
and for good reason[53]): ‘a river by gradually changing its course changes also the borders of the
domain’ Pufendorf says.[54] A prosaically military and legal explanation for this delectation for
boundary rivers is that nature fortunately sets such obstacles against the malicious-minded; like
Grotius before, Pufendorf emphasises: ‘areas called arcifinious, the boundaries of which are formed
for the special purpose of warding off enemies […] une rivière marque très clairement les bornes

d’un pays et elle lui sert en même temps de rempart’ [a river marks a country’s bounds very clearly
and serves as a rampart for it at the same time]. [55] The same idea can be found in Vattel.[56]
Lastly, it seems that another source of this insistence on the question of rivers must be added to
these considerations: they make ownership dependent on natural changes. Observing this obvious
fact that rivers change their courses, carry sediment and are subject to change, some authors reflect
at length on the legal consequences of this. Thus, in dealing with the delimitations of territories
among peoples, some authors are also (and sometimes primarily) thinking of the problems of
delimitation of property among individuals posed by the meanderings of water courses. This is
Grotius’ position, who addresses the question in both cases by way of a relation of ownership.
The resort to Roman law, and especially the law of alluvial deposits drawn from Ulpian,[57] to
simultaneously resolve conflicts of ownership and sovereignty (our authors speak rather of
‘jurisdiction’) reinforces an impression of the perspectives of public and private law being brought
closer together, we would say nowadays: ‘Let us now come to the fluvial additions of land, to
which the ancient jurists devoted many rescripts, and modern jurists even entire commentaries […]
For most of their definitions rest on this basic principle, that […] the river banks belong to the
possessors of the nearest estates […] The resulting inference is that islands where are formed in the
stream belong to the same owners. […] For the Roman jurists themselves concede that an island
which floats in a river […] is public property; in fact an island formed in a river ought to belong to
the person who has a title to the river.’[58] ‘The surveyors tell us that there are three kinds of lands:
[…] divided and allotted land, which the jurist Florentinus calls delimited […]; land allotted as a
whole, or designated by measure as by hundred-acre parcels and by acres; and land having natural
frontiers (arcifinium)’.[59] The way in which Grotius explains this point deserves some attention.
For Grotius, even if it is sovereign, the state is the ‘owner’ of its territory;[60] the right of individual
ownership is presented from a perspective to which Roman law still owes a lot, in a relationship of
derivation of ‘public’ property that can be ‘distributed’ by the state among individuals, thereby
instigating private ownership.[61] So it is a matter in all cases of delimiting properties and the
principles in matters of delimitation of private properties have no reason to differ markedly from
those applicable among peoples. Grotius is explicit about the reasons why for him the question of
rivers can be dealt with in terms of the delimitation of private property as well as that of the
delimitation of areas of jurisdiction between peoples: ‘For if we take into consideration that which
generally happens, peoples have taken possession of lands not only with sovereignty, but also with
property ownership, before the fields have been assigned to individuals. Seneca says: “We
designate as territories of the Athenians, or of the Campanians, those lands which afterward
neighbours divide among themselves by private boundaries.” […] Dio of Prusa says […] “Many
things can be found which, as a whole, the state considers its own, but which have been divided
among individual owners.” […] Consequently, whatever was originally occupied by the people and
has not since been distributed, must be considered the property of the people. As an island formed
in a privately owned river, or the bed of such a river that has dried out, is the property of
individuals, so in the case of a public stream both belong to the people, or to him to whom the
people has granted it. […] As regards alluvial deposits, that is, the addition of soil particle by
particle, these can be claimed by no one because the place of origin is unknown; otherwise,
according to the law of nature, they would not change ownership. It ought to be considered certain
that such deposits also belong to the people, if the people owned the river, as must be believed in
case of doubt; otherwise such accretion would belong to the first occupant. […] But as the people
can grant to others the right to such lands, so also it can grant the same right to the possessors of the
nearest estates. The people seems indeed without doubt to have so granted this right in case the
lands have no boundary on that side except the natural boundary, that is, the river itself.’[62] The
meanders and alluvial deposits of rivers draw Grotius and certain authors to civil law and explain
their interest in it and the transposition to relations ‘among peoples’ is not in doubt for them.[63]

This point of view is not always shared. Vattel’s position on the matter is unclear. He writes, in
paragraph 278: ‘The sovereignty or jurisdiction over lakes and rivers follows the same rules as
ownership’[64]. But on alluvial deposits, he notes: ‘As between individuals, the civil laws have
provided for the decision of the case; they should combine equity with the welfare of the State and a
care to prevent litigation.’[65] And on lakes, Vattel seems to contradict paragraph 278 outright: ‘we
are here treating the questions as between States; other principles are needed to decide cases which
arise between owners who are citizens of the same State.’[66] Pufendorf in a chapter VII entitled
‘On the Acquisition of Accessions’ largely on cases of private individuals distinguishes between
private individuals and states as relating to different circumstances.[67] Bluntschli takes a nuanced
view that ‘here by analogy we can apply the Romans’ judicium finium regundarum, allowing for
the difference between the private nature of property ownership and the public nature of
territory’.[68] Lastly, somewhat hastily attributing paternity of the transposition to an early
nineteenth-century author,[69] Paul de La Pradelle on the third page of his book dismisses any
origins of the frontier as a deriving from questions of delimitation of property and gives
contemporary examples of dissociation between ownership and sovereignty.[70]
How far can sovereignty extend? The authors provide very similar answers but they need not be
mentioned in a discussion of delimitation as such rather than techniques for effecting it. It is worth
observing simply that a form of tension arises in some of these seventeenth- and eighteenth-century
doctrines between the theory of historical rights (those of the earliest occupier[71]) which is an
invitation to delve into remote history – this time without limits – and the idea that this quest is
vain, that an equitable solution is to be arrived at by negotiating and reaching a transaction. This
already suggests that, when it comes to delimitation, historical explanations designed to make rights
emerge from history are a bargaining counter. This may explain why there has been little theorizing
in the doctrine on frontiers as such (‘delimitation, the tracing of the bound is but one aspect of the
problem of the frontier ’[72]); everything comes down to agreement, and, unless an impartial and
disinterested third party intervenes, it would be hard to find substantive rules that do not come apart
in this agreement.[73] It is striking to observe that, at the point when France is setting about a
policy of delimitation, towards the middle of the eighteenth century, a document from the ministry
of foreign affairs entitled ‘Memorandum on the operation of establishing the limits of the kingdom’
dated 22 April 1746 that purports to signal a determination to engage in ‘newly establishing the
limits of all the kingdom’s frontiers’, invites a break with long-standing practice: ‘These
commissions [on limits] have always been governed by questions of law, as can be seen from all the
minutes […] By proceeding in this way, things became caught up in a host of questions often
foreign to the purposes to hand which lengthened the task and meant that conferences broke up after
several years leaving several items undecided […] Things that could ensure the security of the
frontier, ease trade and procure peace and quiet for subjects were overlooked. The records were
swollen by a host of quotations of law and pleas filled with sophism that befogged matters.’[74] As
Grotius again observes: ‘It less often happens that states have boundaries set off by an artificial line
of demarcation, or designated in terms of extent; but such cases arise less frequently from primary
acquisition than from a grant made by another […] the matter had been settled in such a way by
agreement’.[75] As this author wrote, more generally ‘The […] method is by agreement to
arbitrate’.[76] Hardly unfamiliar ground for the contemporary international law scholar.

IV - When the delimitation of borders takes a back seat

As said, the delimitation of borders is preeminent in public international law and no one doubts it is
a central issue there. Yet it is not a ‘primary’ systematic concern for states. It often has a largely
declaratory character dependent on relations that come ahead of delimitation. Moreover, it is not
uncommon for states to manage without delimiting their borders when, for some reason or other,
those borders remain indeterminate.
A. Declarative aspects of the delimitation of borders

The definition in the Dictionnaire de droit international public states that delimitation is a ‘legal
operation consisting in fixing the line of the boundary between two states, based on rights of title
attributing respectively to them sovereignty over the territories divided between them’.[77] The
distinction runs clearly in the direction of the declaratory character of the act of delimitation, but it
seems to be weakened in practice.
The distinction between disputes over attribution and delimitation of territory was set out by the
International Court of Justice in its landmark 1969 decision concerning the North Sea Continental
Shelf Cases in which it posits ‘its task […] relates essentially to the delimitation and not the
apportionment of the areas concerned […] Delimitation is a process which involves establishing the
boundaries of an area already, in principle, appertaining to the coastal State and not the
determination de novo of such an area. Delimitation in an equitable manner is one thing, but not the
same thing as awarding a just and equitable share of a previously undelimited area’. True, the Court
did go on immediately to add that ‘even though in a number of cases the results may be comparable
or even identical’.[78] When the Court casts doubt on the relevance of the distinction, it
simultaneously emphasises the declaratory character of the legal decision establishing a frontier,
whether the decision is made in a conflict of attribution of territory or a conflict over
delimitation.[79] In this domain of maritime delimitations – which are only partly comparable with
the domain of land borders[80] – case law, as is known, has gradually abandoned the declaratory
conception developed in the 1969 decision but because of its connection with doctrine of the
continental shelf as a natural extension of the territory over which its rights were exercised ab
initio.[81] Because natural givens have been set aside in such matters, the connection between title
and delimitation has changed since delimitation can no longer be understood as the observation of
‘natural’[82] spatial distributions, calling the initial distinction into question. This remains, though,
theoretically consistent with the declaratory character of delimitation, which is invariably the
consequence of an interpretation of a state of affairs ahead of that point: no longer exclusively
nature but the political and legal relations of the parties at cause. In reality, the third-party
intervention must not conceal the part of the problem that is behind the matter being brought before
it in the first place, namely either a dispute over bounds (which presupposes an agreement over
titles and a dispute over interpretation of the exact extent of the areas concerned by the title) or the
persistence of a dispute between the states in question over their titles and over the bounds of the
areas at issue. It is certain that if, precisely for want of an agreement over title, a court or arbitrator
is asked to draw a line, it is difficult to see without a legal fiction a declaratory operation in the
award finally made; the two operations are combined in the same decision. The source of litigation
is a dispute as to title, which impedes delimitation. Whenever states decide to turn to a third party to
determine the title and delimit things, a close but procedural connection is instigated between title
and delimitation: ‘The legal basis of that which is to be delimited, and of entitlement to it, cannot be
other than pertinent to that delimitation.’[83] In any hypothesis, it is plain that states submitting
their border disputes is sufficient cause for their judicial settlement, as recalled by Chief Justice

Baldwin reasoning in a case in which the United States Supreme Court had to respond to an
argument that a court could not adjudicate (political) questions of frontier delimitation.[84]
With respect to borders in general and not just maritime boundaries, when states do not resort to a
third party, which means most cases, the delimitation of areas over which they exercise sovereignty
is necessarily the consequence of their relations as to the title they mutually recognise. In this sense
delimitation is indeed secondary, declaratory, it is less delimitation that ‘obsesses’ states than titles.
While we must speak of the ‘declaratory’ character of the delimitation of borders with caution and
nuance, this declaratory character even so enables us to understand that it comes second, as a
derived formalisation reflecting a certain state of relations between the entities involved. So while
the border separates sovereignties or rather the spaces over which state jurisdiction is exercised, its
delimitation does not constitute those spaces properly speaking.[85] This is meant to indicate that
the delimitation of borders is overshadowed by the question of titles, of agreement or disagreement
over them, of which delimitation is only the result.
Part of the same idea is the fact that the delimitation of borders is often the ex post formalisation of
forces in confrontation. As the definition of ‘canon’ amusingly notes in Ambrose Bierce’s Devil’s
Dictionary (1906): ‘An instrument employed in the rectification of national boundaries’. Many a
peace treaty has in one way or other drawn the boundaries of belligerent states at the close of
hostilities. If recent close studies of peace treaties are to be believed, they often contain implicit
recognitions, resulting from clauses by which the parties waive claims, or undertake to abide by
their territorial integrity.[86] In this case, as in the case of more explicit ‘delimiting’ clauses,[87]
however imprecise they may be,[88] the spatial dimension of the peace treaty reflects a state of
affairs prior to the delimitation they refer to or which they implement. It is significant in this respect
that the most recent peace treaties simply refer back to earlier delimitations, which largely explains
their belated but growing recourse to geographical maps.[89]
Before becoming befuddled with boundaries and their delimitation, it is important to be alert to the
fact that more often than not they are first an outcome and the materialisation of a negotiation or
balance of power ahead of the delimitation. In other words, delimitation of a boundary is both what
is at stake and the spatial translation of realities that extend far beyond it. This idea can be found in
the geopolitical views inspired by Ratzel reducing states to a territorial dimension subject to the two
concepts of ‘Position’ (Lage) and ‘Space’ (Raum) and making the boundary a straightforward
expression of the growth or decline of the state as measured by its territory;[90] but it is found
equally in the French school of geography where humanity is reintegrated in geography, where it is
people and not borders that are the origins of clusters that have adapted to the natural environment.
The two perspectives make the border the bound on a certain human activity, a border that ‘shapes
itself on what goes on inside, not on the facility or obstacles it meets in establishing itself […] it is
not the frame that matters but what is framed […] The frontier cannot be studied per se, but in
relation to the groups it separates’.[91]

B. States without delimited borders

The (common) fact that borders have not been delimited, that they consequently remain
indeterminate and disputed, is not an obstacle to the existence or recognition of the states concerned
or to the fact that they develop relations subject to international law to exactly the same extent as

states with well-delimited borders. Where need be, states relegate the delimitation of borders to the
background because they manage to overcome serious and persistent uncertainty on this subject for
the purpose of maintaining relations, cooperating, being part of international organisations and
concluding undertakings subject to international law.
It is true that the very idea of the state in international law seems related in some essential way to
having clearly defined borders. But it would be a serious mistake to confuse this ideal with a
requirement of international life; without mentioning certain long-standing decisions of the United
States Supreme Court,[92] international precedent and practice are evidence to the contrary.
The dictum of the Permanent Court of International Justice in Jaworzina that ‘the immediate
recognition of the sovereignty of the States concerned over the territories’ presupposes ‘the
existence of a territory defined and delimited’ does not alter this conclusion. The case shows that,
far from stating a general principle, the Court’s assessment relates very specifically to particular
stipulations, to clauses that in the case in point related by treaty the recognition of sovereignty to the
condition of a territory ‘defined and delimited in all respects’.[93] Outside of such specific
stipulations, it is clear that even if the state has a territory, even if the territory is necessarily limited,
it does not have to be fully delimited. In other words, precedent and practice show that a delimited
border is not a condition for the recognition of the sovereignty or the existence of a state. In an
award roughly contemporaneous with the case concerning Jaworzina, the German-Polish Mixed
Arbitral Tribunal put this very clearly: ‘Whatever may be the importance of the delimitation of
boundaries, one cannot go so far as to maintain that as long as this delimitation has not been legally
effected the State in question cannot be considered as having any territory whatsoever. The practice
of international law and historical precedents points to the contrary. In order to say that a State
exists and can be recognized as such […] it is enough that this territory has a sufficient consistency,
even though its boundaries have not yet been accurately delimited […] and that the State actually
exercises independent public authority over that territory.’[94] Thus, as the International Court of
Justice stated, ‘uncertainty as to boundaries [cannot] affect territorial rights. There is for instance no
rule that the land frontiers of a State must be fully delimited and defined, and often in various places
and for long periods they are not, as is shown by the case of the entry of Albania into the League of
Nations (Monastery of Saint Naoum, Advisory Opinion, 1924, P.C.I.J., Series B No. 9, at p. 10)
’.[95]
Close scrutiny should reveal a significant number of cases in which states do not wish to delimit
their territory or are unable to do so for quite varied reasons.[96] In Bardonnet’s study cited above,
the principle is clearly shown to comply with practice: although the Belgian state existed since
1831, its border with the Netherlands was not fixed until 1839, and similar mismatches can be
found for Saudi Arabia and for Niger’s various borders.[97] The contemporary example of India’s
borders is also striking from this point of view, be they with China or Pakistan.
China and India share a 4,000 km (2,500 mile)-long border that has not been defined because of
long-standing disagreements over large stretches of it.[98] One of the disputed sectors is in the
Indian state of Arunachal Pradesh where China lays claim to some 90,000 km2 (35,000 sq. miles).
Elsewhere, the Aksaï Chin of 38,000 km2 (15,000 sq. miles) is occupied by China and claimed by
India. India also claims part of Kashmir ceded by Pakistan to China under the 1963 Sino-Pakistani
border treaty (approximately 5,000 km2 (2,000 sq. miles)). India argues the border should follow
the 1865 Johnson line, while China invokes a path closer to the 1899 MacCartney-MacDonald line.
Despite various attempts, the border has therefore never been delimited after official negotiations
between the two states.

It is particularly interesting to see how states go about things when in a situation of the sort, how
they resort to ‘substitute solutions’ for the delimitation of frontiers. Being unable to delimit their
border, and for good reason, India and China are therefore separated by what is meaningfully called
a Line of Actual Control, a cease-fire line and demilitarised zone dating from the 1962 Sino-Indian
conflict (caused by a border incident like so many since). For want of delimitation, India and China
have resorted to expedients sometimes termed ‘confidence-building measures – CBMs’, of which
the creation of the Line of Actual Control in 1962 is one form. Further to diplomatic discussions,
various measures were developed to offset the drawbacks of there being no delimitation: sixmonthly meetings between officers, establishment of lines of communication between headquarters,
prior notification of troop movements, etc. The two states concluded an agreement in 1993 on
maintaining peace and quiet, providing for limitation of military forces and exercises along the Line
of Actual Control – the existence of which was thereby legally recognised – and consultations over
possible restrictions of aerial exercises in areas close to the said line. Verification and supervision
agreements were planned. In 1996 an agreement on confidence building measures was reasserted
and it extended the commitment to limit military deployment along the line of control, fixed precise
restrictions for large-scale military air and land exercises and further developed the provisions on
communication. In 2013, China and India signed an agreement on border defence cooperation to
ensure patrolling incidents along the Line of Actual Control did not degenerate into armed
conflict.[99] This agreement seeks to codify good practices derived from experience and lay down
guidelines. It reasserts that the two parties must not mobilise their military capabilities against one
another and that they undertake to continue to uphold peace, stability and quiet in the areas around
the Line of Actual Control. It further specifies the scope and mechanism for cooperation between
the two parties, and the means for bolstering exchanges between the two countries’ border defence
troops and armies. It is true that these mechanisms have proved powerless to prevent the constant
multiplication of border incidents over the decades,[100] but it remains striking to see that at the
same time China and India have developed economic exchanges and cooperation, which are
constantly expanding.[101]
As for the separation between India and Pakistan over which the two states have been at
loggerheads since 1947 (when India was partitioned), especially with respect to Kashmir,[102]
again two states resort to a line of control corresponding to the cease-fire line of the 1949 Karachi
agreement, amended in 1971 after one of the conflicts opposing the two states.[103] This is no more
of a border than the Line of Actual Control but a demilitarised zone, which some commentators
have pointed out is akin to the Roman limes. Photographs of the line are impressive; they show
what often replace borders when they cannot be established and the disadvantage that this
represents from the standpoint of international life is glaring. Whereas borders are meant to be
crossed while materialising a state’s territorial control, on the contrary these aggressive lines are
literally un-crossable.[104] An astonishing feature that can be seen on all available maps is the
incomplete character of the Line of Control itself in the eastern part of Kashmir: the final location
specified is a point NJ9842; thereafter the cease-fire line is defined by the vague terms ‘and from
there on northwards to the glaciers’.[105] It can be noted that India and Pakistan have observer
status within the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation.
These examples provide strong incentive to see in the act of delimitation an often declarative
operation of prior situations or titles, further indicating that although the lack of delimitation of
borders undoubtedly entails serious drawbacks (the uncertain, disputed, military, hazardous border
zone), it is overcome even so by the needs of international life.

V - Conclusion: In praise of frontiers

While recalling that frontiers are obviously at the core of public international law, the foregoing
observations have underscored certain aspects of them that relativise the importance of their
delimitation. First, there are historical aspects: the scant importance, barring exceptions, long
attributed to the precise tracing of borders defined as outlines, or lastingly accorded to doctrine on
the question, and the interference, or even sometimes the confusion – especially over the question
of border rivers – between the delimitation of political borders and boundaries of private property.
Then there are aspects that are structurally attached to contemporary international relations, when it
is recalled that frontiers and their delimitation are outcomes of the interplay of various forces and
influences, or when it is observed that states may do without delimited borders with the result that
unrest arising from the persistent contradictory claims on this matter does not infringe their
existence as states or their recognition as such by others, nor the expansion of their reciprocal trade.
And yet, no mistake should be made about the doctrine that has guided this exposition: the
evocation of what can or could have relegated the delimitation of frontiers to the background and
the emphasis on their historical fragility were meant solely to draw attention to the reasons for
according importance to frontiers and defending them.

This is why the supposedly derisory aspects of the best delimited frontiers confronted with
phenomena that naturally disregard them have not been evoked: pollution, climate, cyberspace or
epidemics call for reinforced cooperation or even international regulation, but obviously do not
allow any cosmopolitan solution to the effectiveness of frontiers that were admittedly not drawn in
the forlorn hope of setting up an impediment to them.
If the delimitation of borders does have something to do with the precious identity that it outlines, it
is not a fence for all that. What is delimited is porous, it is a controlled crossing point: below a
certain level of control, the frontier is just a word; above a certain level, it is an intolerable act of
forcible enclosure.

Now, the frontier and its precise delimitation are not only the subject of contention over titles or
lines, they are also the target of various shifting spheres hoping if not for their official abolition at
least for their practical neutralisation. ‘Without borders’ – as in the strange seal of approval that
now applies to all manner of things[106] – indicates which side progress is meant to lie on. With the
result that, despite their incontrovertible dynamism, there is nothing exaggerated in worrying about
borders.

It is in this sense that I speak here ‘in praise of frontiers’, as already done by others, for a wide
range of ideas.[107] Certain constructions are opposed to frontiers in appearance or superficially
only: the complex ‘abolition’ of internal borders within the European Union comes down pretty

much to shifting the related questions to a fully delimited external border.[108] In other words, it
has only been possible to conceive of the experience of the European Union, which is often cited as
meaning the removal of borders as a condition for success and progress, by erecting a border in due
form on its outer edges, superseding the member states’ borders in the EU’s areas of competence.
Far from denying the utility of frontiers, the EU limits the effects of them within its territory but
recognises their essential character by establishing borders of its own, without fully clearing up the
question of how an EU area fits in with member states’ competence for delimiting their own
borders.

Other ideologies that are paved with good intentions call for legitimate transgressions of borders;
this is how some analyse the duty of interference and the responsibility to protect.[109] The flows
of migrants with which Europe has been faced recently put its frontiers in the centre of the debate
again with no one thinking, so it seems, to propose they be purely and simply abolished.[110] But
borders still have to fear other indirect attacks, such as those from liberal imperialism that seeks to
void their essential functions of content while leaving their outline intact.
Hardly any mention is made nowadays of divine providence’s division of the planet’s resources in a
deliberately unequal way in order to justify international trade to which borders should not
theologically be an obstacle, as Vitoria did in his day. The alibi today is freedom and competition,
that drive both ultra-liberalism and imperialism. Let us re-read Marx On the question of free trade:
‘Let us assume for a moment that there are no more Corn Laws or national or local custom duties;
in fact that all the accidental circumstances which today the worker may take to be the cause of his
miserable condition have entirely vanished, and you will have removed so many curtains that hide
from his eyes his true enemy. He will see that capital become free will make him no less a slave
than capital trammelled by customs duties. Gentlemen! Do not allow yourselves to be deluded by
the abstract word “freedom”.’[111] Nowadays the commissioners of the great market travel the
‘globalised world’ in business class to shower standardised products upon a seamless world market
for tamed and uniform consumers from one end of the Earth to the other.[112] Rome in its time had
shown the way; imperial and universalist constructions are poorly reconciled with territoriality:
often recalcitrant to marker posts, they see in the frontier a contradiction with the revealed truth of
the caliphs, the religious, the Napoleons and human rights.[113] At a time when major new freetrade instruments are being negotiated,[114] the movement for world trade liberalisation does not
even need to tackle political boundaries head on: this can well be termed ‘imperialism’ for want of a
technical definition of ‘empire’ but it is certainly no ‘fantasy’.[115]An aggressive political and
economic ideology constructed under the impetus of very powerful multinational groups conceals
itself without difficulty beneath globalisation, which spreads under the pressure of phenomena over
which political will has little hold;[116] this bad alchemy could eventually reduce our political
borders to mysterious geoglyphs. Here I fall in with Professor Charvin’s appraisal: ‘Financial
capitalism, the world over, cosmopolitan and transnational in character, is self-serving. The state is
merely a potentially useless auxiliary for it […] Yet the nation-state has not exhausted its historical
role. It remains the most conducive framework for social emancipation and democracy’[117] It is a
sad paradox: the cosmopolitan aspiration to a borderless world leads the humanitarian ideals of the
universal and intervention down the aisle on the arm of ultra-liberalism, but for the sole benefit of
the big winners of ultra-liberalism.
If there must be an ‘obsession’[118] with delimitation, then let frontiers remain, or they will be
superseded by dangerous limits. When borders no longer do their job, all too often walls go up
instead.[119]
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